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Lines Pillow

Fabric Requirements & Supplies
Background and pillow back: 3⁄4 yard (0.7m) 

Accent (lines): 21⁄2" (6.4cm) × width of fabric (WOF)

Batting: 19" (48.3cm) square

Muslin: 19" (48.3cm) square

16" (40.6cm) pillow form

Finished size: 16" × 16" (40.6cm × 40.6cm)

Cutting Instructions

All strips are cut width of fabric.

Background
Cut (1) 21⁄2" (6.4cm) strip, (1) 23⁄4" 
(7cm) strip and (1) 43⁄4" (12.1cm) 
strip for the pillow front. Subcut (2) 
17" (43.2cm) pieces from each of the 
above strips. Trim (1) of the 21⁄2" × 17" 
(6.4cm × 43.2cm) strips down to 2" 
(5.1cm) wide. Trim (1) of the 43⁄4" × 17" 
(12.1cm × 43.2cm)  strips down to 41⁄2" 
(11.4cm) wide.

Cut (1) 13" (33cm) strip for the pillow 
back. Subcut (2) 161⁄2" (41.9cm) 
pieces.

Contrast Lines
Cut (2) 11⁄4" (3.2cm) strips. Subcut  the 
strips to 103⁄4" (27.3cm), 83⁄4" (22.2cm), 
81⁄2" (21.6cm), 7" (17.8cm), and 61⁄4" 
(15.9cm).
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Note: All seam allowances are 1⁄4" (6mm) unless otherwise 
noted.

Step 1: Setting aside the 81⁄2" (21.6cm) contrast line, fold 
each of the contrast lines in half horizontally, right sides 
together, and sew across 1 short end. Turn right side out 
and press (Figure 1).

Step 2: For the 81⁄2" (21.6cm) contrast line, fold it in half 
horizontally, right sides together, and sew across both 
short ends.  Turn right side out and press (Figure 2).

Step 3: Lay out the background strips in the following 
order: 23⁄4" (7cm), 23⁄4" (7cm) , 43⁄4" (12.1cm), 21⁄2" (6.4cm), 
2" (5.1cm), 41⁄2" (11.4cm). 

Step 4: Lay out the contrast lines as follows (Figure 3):
Align the raw edges of the 7" (17.8cm) strip with the 

top and left raw edges of the second background strip 
(23⁄4" [7cm]).

Align the raw edges of the 103⁄4" (27.3cm) strip with 
the top and right raw edges of the third background strip 
(43⁄4" [12.1cm]).

Align the 81⁄2" (21.6cm) strip with the top raw edge and 
21⁄4" (5.7cm) from the left raw edge of the fourth back-
ground strip (21⁄2" [6.4cm]).

Align the raw edges of the 61⁄4" (15.9cm) strip with the 
top and right raw edges of the fifth background strip (2" 
[5.1cm]).

Align the raw edges of the 83⁄4" (22.2cm) strip with the 
top and left raw edges of the last background strip (41⁄2" 
[11.4cm]).

Step 5: Baste the contrast lines in place.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

2¼" 
(5.5 cm)
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Step 6: Sew the background strips together, catching the raw 
edges of the contrast lines in the seam allowance. Press away 
from the contrast lines. (Figure 4).

Step 7: Layer the pillow top with the batting and muslin lining. 
Quilt as desired. The project shown is quilted with randomly 
spaced horizontal lines. Trim to a 161⁄2" (41.9cm) square.

Step 8: Turn 1 long raw edge on each of the pillow back 
pieces under twice, press, topstitch.

Step 9: Place the pillow front face up.  Place the pillow back 
pieces with right sides facing the pillow front and the raw 
edges aligned with the pillow front raw edges.

Step 10:Using a 1⁄2" (1.3cm) seam, sew through all layers 
around all 4 sides. Clip the corners, turn and press.

Step 11: Insert the pillow form and admire your work!

Figure 4

Find more great projects in Lines by Design Quilts!

Discover the beauty of a simple line
A line is any shape distilled to its most basic form–but it has 
unlimited potential! From bold, straight lines to lush curves and 
lines that draw pictures, Lines by Design Quilts will show you 
how to get the maximum effect out of minimum composition.

Using bias applique, machine applique and traditional piecing 
techniques, author Debbie Grifka offers designs for bold, modern 
pieces for your home. Featuring twelve bed-sized quilts plus 
pillows, place mats, table runners and more, you’ll be able to 
choose from something pictorial, such as Community Isolation, 
featuring outlines of houses and trees, or try your hand at an 
updated classic, such as Forever, a riff on the classic Double 
Wedding Ring design.

No matter which design you choose, you’re sure to fall in love 
with the simple elegance of lines.
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